Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Image segmentation is a critical task in computer vision. It partitions an image in terms of pixel-based features into several homogeneous and disjoint regions so that the members within the same region share the same characteristics. Image segmentation is employed as a pre-processing step in many applications such as medical image processing  \[[@CR4], [@CR15]\] or modelling of microstructures  \[[@CR16]\].

Clustering is one of the most commonly employed approaches for image segmentation. It divides an image into clusters (groups) so that the members located in the same cluster have more resemblance to each other than to those in others clusters. The *k*-means algorithm is the most popular clustering algorithm. It initialises *k* cluster centres randomly and each pattern is then assigned to the closest cluster centre. In the next step, the location of each cluster centre is recomputed and the process continues until a stopping criterion is met. However, *k*-means suffers from some drawbacks such as dependence on initialisation and getting stuck in local optima.

Population-based metaheuristics are problem-independent optimisation algorithms with stochastic characteristics and can be used to overcome these drawbacks. They typically create a random population of candidate solutions which are then iteratively updated based on operations that are stochastic and share information within the population.

Popular population-based metaheuristics that have been used for clustering-based image segmentation include particle swarm optimisation (PSO)  \[[@CR12], [@CR17]\], differential evolution (DE)  \[[@CR2], [@CR7]\], artificial bee colony (ABC)  \[[@CR13]\] and harmony search (HS)  \[[@CR20]\] among others.

Human mental search (HMS)  \[[@CR11]\] is a relatively new population-based metaheuristic that has shown competitive performance in solving optimisation problems  \[[@CR11]\]. HMS has three main operators: mental search, grouping, and movement. Mental search seeks around a candidate solution based on Levy flight, grouping clusters the population to find a promising region, and movement steers candidate solutions towards the promising area.

In this paper, we propose a novel image segmentation based on clustering and HMS. To this end, our encoding strategy is an array to define the cluster centres and we employ an objective function based on the mean squared error. An extensive set of experiments demonstrates very good segmentation performance and superiority over other methods.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} summarises the human mental search algorithm, while Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} details our proposed image segmentation algorithm. Section [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} presents experimental results, and Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

Human Mental Search {#Sec2}
===================

Human mental search (HMS)  \[[@CR11]\] is a recent population-based metaheuristic algorithm where candidate solutions are bids in the space of online auctions.

The workings of HMS are detailed in Algorithm 1 in terms of pseudo-code. Like other population-based algorithms, HMS starts with a set of random candidate solutions. Candidate solutions try to move towards the optimum using mental search (to explore the vicinity of bids), grouping (to find the promising area), and movement (to steer bids toward the promising area) operators. In the following, we briefly explain these three operators.

Mental Search {#Sec3}
-------------

Here, each bid explores its vicinity based on a Levy flight distribution, resulting in both small and long jumps to enhance both exploration and exploitation ability of the algorithm simultaneously.
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Grouping {#Sec4}
--------

A clustering approach is used to group the current population of bids. After clustering, which is performed using the *k*-means algorithm, similar bids are located in the same group. Then, the mean objective function value is calculated for each group, and the group with the lowest value selected as the winner group.

Movement {#Sec5}
--------

Here, bids move towards the best bid in the winner cluster as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposed Segmentation Algorithm {#Sec6}
===============================

This paper introduces a novel clustering-based image segmentation algorithm based on clustering and HMS.
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For our application of HMS, two issues need to be taken into account: encoding strategy and objective function. The encoding strategy determines the structure of each bid in HMS. We use an array to encode the cluster centres, and the length of the array is thus the number of cluster centres. Also, the upper and lower bound of the array is set to the maximum and minimum of pixel values in the image. As objective function, we use the mean squared error (MSE) defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_{j}$$\end{document}$, and *n* is the total number of pixels in the image.Fig. 1.Test image dataset.

Our image segmentation algorithm proceeds in the following steps:Step 1: Parameter initialisation: population size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{h}$$\end{document}$ number of mental searches, number of clusters for bid grouping *N*, number of objective function evaluations *NFE*, and number of clusters for image segmentation *K*.Step 2: Generate an initial random set of bids.Step 3: Calculate the objective function value for each bid using Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}).Step 4: Create a random integer number for each bid in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[M_{l};M_{h}]$$\end{document}$ indicating the number of mental searches for the bid.Step 5: Mental search: generate new bids based on Levy flight distribution in the vicinity of each bid.Step 6: Replacement: in case a newly produced bid is better than the old one, it will replace the latter.Step 7: Bid grouping: all bids in the search space are clustered using the *k*-means algorithm.Step 8: Calculate the mean objective function value for each cluster.Step 9: The cluster with the minimum mean objective function value is selected as the winner cluster.Step 10: Other bids move towards the best bid in the winner cluster based on Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).Step 11: Find the best bid in the current population and if it is better than the previous best bid, substitute the latter with it.Step 12: If the stopping condition is not met, go back to Step 3.

Experimental Results {#Sec7}
====================

In our experiments, we select 10 images, shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which are commonly used in the literature: Lenna, House, Airplane, Peppers, and MRI, and five images from Berkeley image segmentation dataset  \[[@CR9]\], namely 12003, 42049, 181079, 198054, and 385028. We compare our algorithm with other population-based algorithms that have been previously used for image segmentation.

The population size and the number of objective function evaluations for all algorithms are set to 50 and 6000, respectively, and all results are run for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U=1.99$$\end{document}$. For the other algorithms, we adapt default values previously employed in this context, listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Since the algorithms are stochastic, we run each algorithm 25 times on each image, and report the average over these runs. We also rank the algorithms for each image and calculate Friedmann ranks which are obtained by averaging the ranks over the image set.Table 1.Parameter settings for all algorithms.AlgorithmParameterValueGACrossover probability0.8Mutation probability1/(number of thresholds)DE  \[[@CR18]\]Scaling factor0.5Crossover probability0.1PSO  \[[@CR19]\]Cognitive constant2Social constant2Inertia constant1 to 0ABC  \[[@CR5]\]Limit$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} compares the results in terms of objective function values. As we can see, HMS is ranked first for 5 of the 10 images, and second for the other ones, leading to a clear best overall rank, followed by DE and PSO.Table 2.Objective function value results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGALenna0.04530.04810.04640.04570.04750.0458164253Airplane0.03350.04930.03510.03700.03360.0372163425House0.08010.08730.08470.07960.08210.0803265143Peppers0.10250.10840.10390.10240.10310.2538254136MRI0.02170.04460.02340.02260.02180.0263164325420490.05780.07930.05740.06650.05860.0593261534120030.06060.07200.06180.06090.06060.0614265314810790.06610.08120.06680.07450.06730.06771625341980540.07380.07850.07450.07450.07390.07491643253850280.06900.07520.06970.06930.06800.0699264315Average rank1.55.93.63.02.64.4Overall rank164325

We also perform a statistical analysis, using the Wilcoxon signed rank test to compare our HMS-based algorithm with the other techniques. The null hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_{1}$$\end{document}$ points to a statistically significant difference. The obtained *p*-values are 0.0020 for ABC, 0.0039 for HS, 0.0273 for PSO, 0.0488 for DE, and 0.0020 for GA and are thus all below 0.05 demonstrating statistical superiority of HMS.Table 3.BOR results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGALenna0.01870.02790.02010.02850.01930.0245153624Airplane0.04120.26500.31850.06090.29450.0778146253House0.02200.02380.02360.02310.02300.0242154326Peppers0.07610.10720.10670.09240.10970.0894154362MRI0.05380.10280.10630.10220.10020.0870156432420490.12890.23870.34600.21750.25870.1669146352120030.03750.13080.41010.04200.28390.06021462531810790.17980.28700.30080.28400.31940.26781453621980540.24490.46200.61410.19160.62440.30202451633850280.11070.21080.21870.20600.23530.2136135264Average rank1.14.35.02.94.63.1Overall rank146253

We further assess our proposed algorithm using several image segmentation criteria, in particular:Borsotti criterion (BOR)  \[[@CR1]\]: an unsupervised criterion based on the number, the variance, and the area of segmented image regions. A lower BOR indicates a better segmentation performance.Levine and Nazif interclass contrast (LNIC)  \[[@CR8]\]: an unsupervised criterion based on the sum of region contrasts weighted by their areas. A higher LNIC indicates a better segmentation performance.Levine and Nazif intra-class uniformity (LNIU)  \[[@CR8]\]: an unsupervised criterion based on the sum of normalised standard deviations of image areas. A higher LNIU indicates a better segmentation performance.Variation of information (VoI)  \[[@CR10]\]: a supervised criterion that calculates the information shared between a ground truth and a segmented image. A lower VoI indicates better segmentation performance.Probabilistic Rand index (PRI)  \[[@CR14]\]: a supervised criterion that computes the fraction of pairs of pixels whose labels are consistent between computed and ground truth segmentations. A higher PRI indicates better segmentation performance.

Since the latter two require a ground truth, we can only evaluate these measures on the images of the Berkeley dataset.Table 4.LNIC results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGALenna0.23420.23210.23300.23640.23220.2307253146Airplane0.11770.10700.10570.10840.11780.1160256413House0.17600.17270.17370.17430.17320.1720153246Peppers0.23260.20430.22320.23080.23020.2057164235MRI0.71450.52650.71190.70070.70610.5849162435420490.39760.27190.34290.38700.34210.3100163245120030.20240.19570.12130.20180.16040.21922463511810790.30950.25410.32250.30790.30080.30212613541980540.67910.45410.67730.51060.61590.56121625343850280.26380.21650.26570.27720.25730.2507362145Average rank1.65.53.22.73.64.4Overall rank163245

Fig. 2.Segmented images for image 385028.

The BOR results in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show that HMS performs best for all but one image and is thus clearly ranked first overall with PSO coming second.

For LNIC, reported in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, HMS yields the first rank for 5 images and second for a further 4, while similar results can be seen for LNIU in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. For both criteria, our approach is the overall top-ranked algorithm.Table 5.LNIU results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGALenna0.03040.03010.03070.03020.03050.0303361524Airplane0.12510.06200.10440.06980.11600.1733264531House0.02830.02780.02800.02810.02800.0288264351Peppers0.07400.06260.07410.06890.07550.0658362415MRI0.06480.06230.06460.06420.06430.0634162435420490.12160.11660.10630.11630.10680.1048125346120030.10550.10420.10060.10220.10060.07931243561810790.13500.11900.13130.13170.13020.13041632541980540.21230.16530.20040.13510.24220.18122536143850280.11960.18780.10760.11650.11120.1144216354Average rank1.84.63.43.83.44Overall rank162.542.55

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} indicates the VoI results. Here, HMS obtained the first rank for 2 and second rank for the remaining 3 images, while GA, HS, and PSO rank first each for one image. Overall, HMS ranks first, followed by PSO and DE.Table 6.VoI results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGA420493.28393.38773.53163.29663.31273.2037256341120033.17583.65192.79003.20283.22153.41002613451810793.03953.41023.15693.17813.04233.05941645231980542.25282.59512.28802.29522.27292.35171634253850283.81733.94703.82333.70993.86883.8769263145Average rank1.65.83.43.23.23.8Overall rank1642.52.55

Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} lists the PRI results. For all images, HMS ranks first or second, resulting in an overall first rank.Table 7.PRI results.ImageHMSABCHSPSODEGA420490.61100.60920.43310.60880.48360.6002126354120030.46580.40320.38940.40170.44610.56922465311810790.48850.46530.48000.47670.4700.48892634511980540.48240.64260.34980.47300.34340.40152153643850280.53860.50590.52670.53330.49070.5240153264Average rank1.63.64.63.452.8Overall rank145362

Last not least, we show an example of the obtained results in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} which also demonstrates the superiority of HMS.

Overall, it is clear that our proposed HMS approach outperforms all other algorithms based on all employed measures.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

This paper proposes a novel clustering-based image segmentation based on human mental search (HMS). Our proposed algorithm encodes cluster centres as the candidate solutions, uses the mean squared error as objective function and employs HMS for optimisation of the latter. The proposed algorithm is compared with five other metaheuristic algorithms and the obtained experimental results verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithm for image segmentation and show it to outperform the other approaches. In future, we plan to extend our approach to find the number of optimal clusters automatically, while integrating a local search mechanism is also being investigated. We also currently explore our algorithm in the context of video analysis  \[[@CR6]\].
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